STEP 6: CHOOSE ACCESSORIES/UPGRADES

You have chosen well

Real Concrete is the first and only lightweight composite concrete that is 50% recycled content. This International award winning product has been featured around the world in TV shows and magazines. It is the material of the future and gives you the freedom to create what was not created for you.

Thank you because:
- This malleable composite diverting material from landfills
- You are helping grow an industry that will utilize more waste streams
  - You are helping to preserve the environment
- You are creating American manufacturing jobs

Real Concrete® Smooth Creative Guide

WoodForm Concrete and Real Concrete Design and Fabrication

www.jmlifestyles.com    O - 001.973.668.5057
Real Concrete®

Real Concrete is the culmination of decades of persistent dedication to the Decorative Precast craft. JM Lifestyles has engineered a surfacing material that is as diverse in its physical properties as it is in its hand-crafted finishes. This composite is the same special material that forms the awe-inspiring WoodForm Concrete® and innumerable other textures in JM Lifestyles artisan line-up. Our award-winning material has inspired countless designers, why?
- It can be used to create larger seamless products
- It is lightweight and consists of 50% recycled content
- It can be engineered for bigger overhangs as its structural integrity is self-supporting
- The sealer is virtually stain-proof and maintenance free
- Lower thermal mass is warmer to the touch and provides better comfort
- A truly luxurious concrete finish! The surface is not ground like other concrete and man-made stones

STEP 1: CHOOSE YOUR APPLICATION (indoor and outdoor)

Island Counter Tops  Perimeter Counter Tops  Bar Tops

Tables  Vanities  Wall Panels

STEP 2: CHOOSE YOUR TEXTURE

Smooth - SM  Etruscan - ET

** - This finish is only for wall panels and vertical surfaces

STEP 3: CHOOSE YOUR COLOR*

IVORY 558  PAPER 592  BISQUE 777  GREIGE 1098  MUSHROOM 269  METROPOLIS 497

REVOLUTION 503  EUCALYPTUS 849  CANVAS 504  FRENCH GRAY 921  DUSK 925  GRAPHITE 922

*NOTE: All colors are shown in Smooth Finish. Smooth Finish samples are stocked items. Physical samples and pictures of other textures may not be available and require Custom Sample orders to obtain a take-off sample. Charges will apply.

STEP 4: CHOOSE YOUR EDGE DETAIL

Eased Edge - 01  New England Rail-10  Aegean Bullnose -14  Meadows Edge - 20  Limestone Edge - 42  Rough Hewn Rock - 43

*NOTE: These are our most common edge details. Custom styles and other standards are available. Additional charges may apply.

STEP 5: CHOOSE YOUR BATHROOM SINK

Basic Prep - SC07  21 Main - SC01  28 Main - SC05  33 Main - SC06

*NOTE: These are our standard kitchen sink styles. Custom sizes and shapes are available. Additional charges will apply.

STEP 6: CHOOSE YOUR KITCHEN SINK

Flatiron - SC50  Tribeca - SC62  NoLita - SC63  SoHo - SC71

*NOTE: These are our most common bathroom sink styles. Custom and additional standard sinks are available. Additional charges may apply.